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Kohinoor, Joy of theory

Forty Rules of Quiz, Model United Nations,
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The Brief

The students of IIIT-Delhi recently organized
‘Kohinoor’, a High tea with the final year
students for the faculty and staff members on
December 12th. This was a tradition in the
Institute before the pandemic which has been
resumed from this year. It was an evening filled
with delightful conversations, delicious treats,
and a sprinkle of fun activities. This event was a
way of expressing gratitude for the incredible
support and guidance the students have
received from the faculty and staff throughout
their academic journey. The "Joy of Theory" session held on

December 18th at IIIT Delhi was a
resounding success. The event, organized
by  faculty from the CSE and ECE
department , featured an engaging panel
discussion with alumni and current
students specializing in theoretical
research. Attendees had the opportunity to
delve into the world of mathematical
abstraction, gaining insights into how
theory enthusiasts navigate challenges. The
event provided a platform for aspiring
minds to interact with seniors, exploring
diverse aspects of theoretical research,
overcoming language barriers, and
discovering career prospects in the field.
An inspiring and informative session that
fueled curiosity and passion for theory.
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Quiz enthusiasts, rejoice! Trivialis and Delhi
Quiz Club teamed up on December 16th for a
day of intellectual fun at IIIT-D! "Forty Rules of
Quiz" by Gauri Yadav ignited the morning,
followed by Vallari's captivating "Roti, Not
Kapda" in the afternoon. Teams formed like
lightning, and the air crackled with competitive
spirit. Thanks to all participants and organizers
for making it a day of unforgettable quizzing

On December 22nd, LDA hosted an online
simulation of the Model United Nations,
replicating the real-world experience
through video conferencing. Delegates pre-
assigned countries debated current issues,
guided by the Executive Board. This
midnight MUN provided a platform for
newcomers and experienced delegates alike,
starting at 9:30 pm.

CyFuse hosted an interactive project session on
December 22nd. They first explained IIITD's
project conventions for courses and programs
like IP/BTP/IS. Then, they introduced CyFuse
projects, a new option for impactful work with
professors and PhD students. Current CyFuse
projects were showcased, and the session
concluded with an open discussion to help
participants find projects aligning with their
interests and coursework.

The 65th Square hosted IIITD Christmas Chess
Arena on Lichess, held on Monday, December
25th at 6:00 pm, showcased thrilling 5+3 Blitz
chess battles with BERSERK! Participants
engaged in intense duels, unleashing strategic
brilliance. The event, a winter chess spectacle,
left players and spectators alike immersed in the
holiday spirit, with tactical moves replacing
sugarplums in their dreams.
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Celebrating Muse's meteoric rise at Mood Indigo!
Not only did they secure a phenomenal 1st Runner-
Up title in the Best Team category, but their creative
genius also snagged the coveted Best Designer
Award. Their commitment to innovation and
stunning visual showmanship resonated perfectly
with the essence of Vogue, leaving an indelible mark
on the fashion extravaganza. A huge shoutout to the
entire team for this awe-inspiring achievement

The Sports Council's "The Athlete's Edge" SG
Course empowered 106 students via 8 sports
over 4 months. Top performers like Nisha
Narwal & Prachi were honoured at the
finale, celebrating personal growth &
sportsmanship. 

The Sports Council has unveiled our newly
renovated basketball and tennis courts. The gym
also received a comprehensive makeover, fixing
machines, adding new equipment, and
sparkling with fresh paint. Plus, the Table
Tennis Room got a cool boost with AC and
improved ventilation, making it the perfect
place to crush your opponents (and the heat!).

Audiobytes brought their vocal magic to Mood
Indigo! They belted out soulful tunes in both
"Singing the Indigos" and "MI Idol," solo singing
competitions celebrating English and Hindi
music. One talented member even soared into
the "Singing the Indigos" semi-finals, proving
their passion and talent on the grand stage.
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